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I. INTRODUCTION
De-excitation spectroscopy of molecules is based on Auger
transitions, which have become very important and powerful
tools for many applications [ 1-2], So it is necessary to start
off with understanding the Auger process.
The origin and characteristics of Auger electrons were
established by P. Auger from cloud chamber experiments [3 -6].
Auger irradiated inert gases contained in a Wilson cloud-
chamber with a beam of X-rays and observed paired electron
tracks originating from some of the ionizing atoms. In each of
these pairs, one track resulted from the photo-electron and
had a variable length depending on the energy of the incident
ionizing radiation. The other track had a constant length,
independent of the energy of incident beam and resulted from
theradiationlessde-excitationofthe atom.This
radiationless process has been named after Auger. In 1927, G.
Wentzel[7]gave the non-relativistic theory of the Auger
effect, explaining it as an autoionization process resulting
from the electrostatic interaction between two electrons in an
atom that is already singly ionized in an inner shell. This is2
the earliest known theoretical interpretation for the Auger
effect.
The Auger effect was discovered by usingX-rays rather
than electrons as the excitation source. Excitation of Auger
electrons by incident electrons was reported by Lander (8] in
1953. Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) is based on the Auger
process, which involves the core-level ionization of an atom
with subsequent deexcitation occurring by an outer-level
electron decaying to fill the core hole. The excess energy is
transferred to and causes the ejection of another electron,
which is by definition an Auger electron. The Auger electron
transition,denoted by the electron levelsinvolved,is
independent of the excitation source.
A. What is De-excitation Spectroscopy
1. Preparation of a Molecule of Ion With a Core Hole
An inner-shell vacancy can be created in an atom or
molecule by photons in the case of Auger's experiments, or by
charged particles,such as electrons.The most important
condition to get such a hole is that incident particle energy
must be enough to remove (ionization) or promote (excitation)
an electron from the core-energy-level.3
2. Three Types of De-excitations
When the core-hole is created, the molecules are not stable
any more; this hole will be filled (de-excitation) by one of
three modes:
a. characteristic x-ray emission ( x-ray fluorescence)
b. dissociation
c.radiationless transitions - Auger decay and auto-
ionization (Fig 1.1).
In this thesis, we do not consider first two modes, but
the third mode - Auger decay - plays an important role for
this work. Because there are no photons emitted during the
Auger process, it can simply be described as a non-radiative
readjustment to an inner-shell vacancy. Figure 1.1a represents
the interaction of an electron or a photon witha electron A
of a molecule.Figure 1.1b shows the two modes 'of de-
excitation of the ion.
B. What can we learn From De-excitation Spectroscopy?
The Augertransitionistwo-electronprocess,and
therefore reaches states that are not accessible by one-0-- 
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electron processes, Molecular Auger spectroscopy is therefore
a valuable method to measure deexcitation pathways of core-
ionized molecules and to determine the states of double
charged ions. Auger transitions(autoionization)of core-
excited, neutral molecules provide us information about decay
pathway to singly charged final states, and lead to one-hole
(participatordecay)ortwo-hole/one-particle(spectator
decay) final states.
From de-excitation spectroscopy, we can learn about the
dynamicsofthede-excitationprocess,includingthe
interaction of nuclear motion with electronic de-excitation
(lifetime-vibrational interference, see Carroll and Thomas
[9,10]).
The de-excitation spectroscopy also provides information
on the atomic-orbital composition of the molecular orbitals.
From later sections IV and VI, we will see more details about
howAugerdecaycantellusthemolecularorbital
compositions.
C. How Do We Make a Core-excited Molecule or Ion?
Anyparticle(electron)orradiation(x-ray)of6
sufficientenergycaninprincipleinduceionization
(including core-ionization) or excitation (including core-
excitation) when striking a target. Thus different variants of
electron spectroscopy can be envisioned in which the nature of
the basic collision process is changed.
We consider two basic experiments in our lab.,
a. Electron-molecule impact: with this we can measure
Auger electron spectra and (e, 2e) coincidence spectra. This
is the principal subject for this thesis.
b.Photon-moleculecollision:X-rayphotoelectron
spectroscopy and x-ray induced Auger spectroscopy can be done
in this lab. This is minor part of this thesis.
D. The Electronic De-excitation Process
1. Auger Decay
Thereareseveraldifferent kinds Auger processes.
Usually the more intense lines that appear in an Auger
spectrum are the result of "normal" Auger processes and are
referred to as "normal" lines. Frequently, the less intense7
peaks are due to the "satellite" Auger processes forming
"satellite" Auger electrons. Ordinarily an initial inner-shell
vacancy is created without additional excitation. If this hole
is filled with an Auger transition, theprocess is referred to
as normal. For molecules, however, there is a high probability
for the occurrence of additional excitation via promotion of
one or more less tightly bound electrons either into the
continuum causing multiple ionization or into discrete levels.
Initial ionization or excitation of these outer electrons is
caused by monopole transitions resulting froma sudden change
in the shielding as the inner-shell electron is being ejected.
Initial monopole ionization has been referred toas the
"shake-off" process [11], and a non-radiative readjustment to
astate formed by the shake-off process resultsin the
formation of low energy satellite Auger electrons. Initial
monopole excitation has been referred to as the "shake-up"
process, and readjustments to shake-up states usually result
in high energy satellite lines [12].
Additional high energy satellite processescan occur as
the result of an autoionization process. An autoionization
state is formed by the resonance absorption ofan inner-shell
electron into an unoccupied molecular orbital. With electron
excitation the inner-shell resonance absorption evolvesfrom
the inelastic collisions of the incident electrons beam with
the molecule during which the high energy electrons impartto8
the molecule only the necessary energy needed to excite the
inner-shell electron into the vacant excited level. Decay of
an autoionization state by a non-radiative transition results
in high energy Auger satellite electrons.
Additional low energy satellite electrons can occur from
sudden monopole excitations and ionizations( "double-Auger"
processes )[13] when the Auger electron is ejected.
The characteristic of the different processes is the
charge on the resulting ion following the Auger transition:
a. normal processes, M++;
b. high energy satellite processes, Mr+ from
autoionization and M++ from monopole excitation;
c. low energy satellite processes, M+++ or greater from
monopole ionization and M+++ from the double Auger
process.
The processes described in the preceding section are
summarized in Fig. 1.2, Argon (Z=18 and electronic structure
1s22s22p63s23p6) is used as an example and for each type of
process [14], normal or satellite, only a limited number of
transitions are shown.9
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Fig. 1.2 Summary of Auger and Related Processes for Argon10
2. The Transition Rate, Auger Matrix Element, Selection
Rules
The transition rate T for the Auger transition is given
by the Auger matrix element of the electron-electron Coulomb
interaction evaluated between the wavefunctions of the initial
and final states, i.e.
T I<Cinitialstate)lEe2/-141(final state) >12
1 r"
where the sum over the interelectron distances runs over all
i and j such that i > j.
The intensities of the peaks obtainable in spectroscopy
are generally governed by selection rules. The rules for Auger
processes of atoms and molecules have been listed by Korber
[15] and Stahlherm [16].
For atoms:
a.
b.
c.
Ji = Jf,
Si =Sf,
Li =Lf,
where S, L, J are quantum numbers defining the initial, i, and
final, f, states involved in the Auger process. These refer to11
the total N-electron system, which for the final state is the
ion plus the Auger electron alone. It is of more interest to
focus on the final ion since the outgoing electron can have
any value oforbitalangular momentum,1,thereisno
restriction on Jim.However, since the spin of the Auger
electron is 1/2, Shm = Si + 1/2 or Si - 1/2 .
For molecules:
a.Ji= Jf,
b. no change in the symmetry properties of the initial
and final states, i.e., + to + is allowed, but + to - is not
allowed,
c. for homonuclear diatomic molecules. u to u and g to g
are the only transitions allowed,
d. Si = Sf,
e. Ai = Af, Ai+1 or Ai-i,
where A refers to total angular momentum of an initial or
final state. In using these selection rules, the final states,
f, are derived from electronic states of the doubly charged
ion and the Auger electron, and the initial state, i, evolves
from the A-s coupling between the inner-shell vacancy and the
emitted Auger electron.
For a Auger process in molecules, the left hand side of12
the matrix element is the wave function of the initial state,
which is a highly localized core hole. The matrix element will
be small unless the final-state holes, represented by Winal
state), are also significantly localized on the Auger spectrum
depends critically on the localization of the molecular wave
function.
3. The Auger Energies and Calculations
The Auger process can be represented as
A*+ --> A++ + e- (1.1)
where A*+ represents an atom or molecule with a core hole and
A++ represents a doubly charged final ion. The steps in inner-
shellionizationAugerelectronemissionareshown
schematically in some details in Fig. 1.3. Ionization of an
inner electron leaves a hole in one of the inner levels of the
atom or molecule. This ion is energetically unstable, and
relaxation takes place with the hole being filled by an
electron from a higher state, L1(2s) in the example here. The
available energy to eject Auger electron is EK - ELI, where Ex
is the ionization energy of an electron in orbital x of the
neutral atom. This is given to a second electron, which is
ejected as the Auger electron. For the example shown here, the
Auger electron is ejected from the L23 level (2p). It can beVac
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Fig. 1.3 Details of Auger Electron Emission14
ejected from any orbital whose ionization energy is less than
theenergydifferenceEK- EL1(Inrealitythetwo
participating electrons are equivalent and the process in
which the K vacancy is filled from L23 and the L1 electron is
ejected is indistinguishable from the process that has been
described).
The Auger electron may be expected to have a kinetic
energy of EK EL1 E
*L23 ' - the term 1,2,3 represents the level
from which the second electron is lost. The energy E*1.2,3 is
not, however, the energy needed to ionize an electron from the
neutral atom EL2,3, but rather from an ion that has a vacancy
in the L1 shell. These two energies are related
E*L2,3 = EL2,3 F (Li ,L2,3)- R
where F(11,L2,3) represents the Coulomb interaction (repulsive)
betweenL1and L23,which is not present in the ionized
molecule.R represents the effect ofallof the other
electrons, which have contracted towards the core in response
to the removal of L1.Therefore, the Auger energy can be
written
En1u,3= Final State Energy - Initial State Energy
EK EL1 E*L2,3
= EK EL1 EL2,3 F (L1, L2a3)R .15
4. Special Features of Auger Spectra
Normally, the Auger decay means that the initial state is
core-ionized,i.e. single charged, and the final state is
double charged, so the Auger spectra provide us information on
double ionization energy. It is very difficult to interpret
molecular Auger spectra (for example,it is impossible to
assign all Auger transitions to special molecular orbitals for
a larger molecule) because of the large number of possible
final states and many kinds of Auger transitions.
5. Special Features of Autoionization Spectra
The autoionization spectraof core-excited,neutral
molecules provide information on the structures of final state
of +1 charge. The initial state (excited state) of neutral
molecules can be chosen by (e, 2e) coincidence technique (see
later section), so it is possible to study de-excitation from
selectively excited energy level. We have pointed out earlier
that the final state of autoionization can be single hole or
double holes, and the single hole states can be reached by
photoionization. These special features can not be reached by
other technique.16
E. How Does One Selectively Excite Core Holes?
1. Photons
One of the methods to choose special excited states of
neutral molecule is by photon-molecule impact. It is important
to realize that the energy of a photon can not transfer to a
molecule partially; if a absorption happens, the photon is
annihilated. Therefore, if a photon is used as an excitation
source, the energy of the photon must be variable in order to
get a selective excitation state, so the synchrotron is a very
good excitation source for this purpose, and it is useful for
Auger electron and photoelectron coincidence spectroscopy
(APECS).
2. Electron Impact - Inelastic Electron Scattering
Electron-molecule impact is another useful technique to
selectively excite a molecule.The incident electron can
transfer partial energy (inelastic electron scattering) to the
molecularsystem,andgetanyexcitationstates.The
excitation is reflected in the electron energy loss(EEL)
spectra. In this work, we consider scattered electrons in
coincidence with Auger electron (e, 2e). The details of the17
(e,2e)techniquearediscussedinsectionFofthis
introduction.
3. Relationship Between Photon and Electron Scattering
There are fundamental differences in the natures of
electron-molecule, photon-molecule, atom-molecule, and ion-
molecule collisions that result in different ways of carrying
out the various types of experiment, differing results, and in
differentpotentialapplicationsforthesedifferent
experiments.
A fundamental and important difference exists between
electron-impact and photon-impact excitation. A photon is
annihilated in such an event whereas an electron is not; it is
scattered withalowerenergythanithad beforethe
collision. The difference in energy, Ep- Es ,between the
energy, E1,, of the primary electron and the energy, Es, of the
scattered electron is the energy imparted to the target
molecule causing excitation or ionization. This is in marked
contrast to the photon-impact case in which all the photon
energy is imparted to the target molecule (except in the
special case of Compton scattering ).
In electron impact studies, excitation of a molecule in
its ground state to an excited state separated by an energy,18
AE, may occur. This process is necessarily accompanied byan
energy loss, AE, in the energy of the primary electron i.e.
Ep - AE = Es. (1.5)
The technique of electron impact energy loss(EEL)
spectroscopy is based on this fact. An incident beam of
monoenergetic electrons is passed through a sample, and the
energy spectrum of the outgoing scattered electrons measured.
Alternatively the energy of the incident beam could be varied,
while the counting ratefor scattered electrons of one
particular energy is monitored. Either wayan electron energy
loss spectrum results with a peak at each allowedenergy, AEn.
Similar information is obtained from photon absorption.In
this case the photon energy is varied andone measures either
the photon absorption or the production of ions, electrons,or
fluorescence. Excited states of the molecule correspond to
resonancesin the photon absorption spectrumorin the
ion/electron/photon yield.
Although the final excited molecular statesare the same
using either electron or photon asan excitation source, the
processesarequitedifferent.Sinceaphoton must be
annihilated in the process of excitation, excitation byphoton
impact is a resonance process whichcan occur only when hv =
AE,unlike the electron impact situation wherethe only19
requirementisthatEp>AE.Sothe photon absorption
spectroscopies are necessarily performed by varying the photon
energy and detecting absorption at those energies hvn = AEn.
Ionization by electrons and ionization by photonsare
also rather different phenomena,the reason again being
associated with the scattering, rather than annihilation of
the incident electrons. Ionization brought about by electron
bombardment of energy, E. results in two electrons leaving
the collision site, the scattered electron, withenergy Es,
and the ejected electron, with energy Ee. Theexcess energy of
the ionization process, Ep-In (where In is ionizationenergy of
energy level n), is shared between the two electrons. This is
in contrast to photon impact, where theexcess energy is
completely transferred to the ejected electron.
4. Selection Rules For Excitation
There are many kind transitions between initial and final
states, e.g., electric dipole, magnetic dipole, and electric
quadrupole, and so on. Let I be an interaction operator, *i
and *f be initial and final states respectively, then ifthe
expression
< *1 1I
1*f >
is non-zero, the transition of the kind I is possible.Here we20
assume all transitions in an atom or molecule are electric
dipole transitions, and I = qD, the transition rulesare:
For atoms,
a.Jf = Ji,Ji+1,J1-1 (if Jf = Ji=0,AJ=0 is not
possible),
b. Sf = Si,
CLf = Li - 1 or Lf = Li - 1,
For molecules,
a.Jf = Ji,J0-1,Ji-1 (if Jf = Ji =0,AJ =O is not
possible),
b. Sf = Si,
c. Ai = Ai, A1+1 or A1-1,
d. no change in the symmetry properties of the initial
and final state, i.e., + to + allowed, but + to- not allowed,
e. for diatomic molecules with the same nuclei (e.g. N2,
02, and so on), u to g allowed, but u to u andg to g not
allowed.
For (e, 2e) excitation, in the limit of small momentum
transfer during the primary scattering event (near zero-degree
scattering and small energy loss)the excitation process
follows dipole selection rules.21
F. How Does One Study The De-excitation
1. An Electron Spectrometer
The Oregon State University coincidence spectrometer has
been used to study de-excitation spectroscopy of molecules.
The spectrometer consists ofalarge cylindrical mirror
analyzer (CMA), a coaxial electron gun mounted inside the
inner cylinder of the CMA, and a small hemispherical analyzer
with a retarding lens system. The details of the spectrometer
are discussed chapter II and elsewhere [17]. The spectrometer
is designed to study scattered electrons in coincidence with
Auger or ejected electron. All the experimental spectra were
taken by this spectrometer.
2. The Coincidence Technique
Electron spectroscopy primarily involves the measurement
of electron kinetic energy spectra resulting from particular
processesofphotoionization,inelasticscattering,or
excitation. Considerable information about the energy levels
ofmoleculesandionshasthusbeenderivedfrom
photoelectron, electron impact, and Auger spectra.22
Scanning an electron kinetic energy spectrum may thus be
referred to as a first-order experiment since one parameter,
the electron kinetic energy,is measured.This type of
experiment is generally characterized by a high attainable
resolution, counting rate, and signal/noise ratio. However,
the extent of the information which may be derived is limited,
for while the detection of an electron of known energy reveals
some information about the state of the ion or molecule from
which it was detached, it can yield little information about
the fate of the resulting excited species. It is only after
the initial process of ionization or excitation that the
resulting species will embark on a chemical adventure of
unimolecular fragmentation into ions, electron emission,or
the emission of radiation.
As techniques of energy analysis and data processing have
become more refined, there has been an expanding interest in
two-parameter coincidence experiments (electron-electron and
electron-ioncoincidencemeasurements).Althoughthese
experiments are inherently more difficult to perform and
provide much lower counting rates of data collection, they
provide a means of examining the fate of excited ions and
molecules.
Basically,there are two kinds electron coincidence23
spectroscopy,i.e.,electron-ion coincidence spectroscopy,
electron-electron coincidence spectroscopy including Auger-
photoelectron coincidence spectroscopyusingphoton
excitation,and(e,2e)coincidencespectroscopyusing
electron impact. In this thesis, we are concerned with using
(e, 2e) coincidence experiments to study the de-excitation of
core-excited molecules. This process is often referred toas
de-excitation spectroscopy.
De-excitation spectroscopy provides a special technique
for studying ionic states that can not easily be reached by
excitation methods involving one-electron operators, i.e.,
electron ionization spectroscopy, The Auger process isa two-
electron operator (Fig. 1.1) and thus allows access to two-
hole states which can not be reach by single electronprocess.
In molecular Auger spectroscopy, the initial core hole is
localizedonaspecificatom.Asaresult,the Auger
transition involves predominantly final states whose molecular
orbitals have a high density on the atom with thecore hole.
Auger spectroscopy,therefore provides unique information
about molecular orbitals.
The idea of an electron-electron coincidence measurement
istocombineelectronenergylossand Auger electron
experiments together, to give information thatcan not be24
obtained from either one alone. For example, with the (e, 2e)
method,several types of experiments are possible.For a
selected energy loss of the scattered electron,one may
measure either the energy spectrum of ejected core electrons
(scattered electron in coincidence with ejected core electron
spectroscopy)or the energy spectrum of Auger electrons
(scattered electron in coincidence with Auger electron
spectroscopy) emitted during the decay of the core-excited
molecule.Theejected coreelectronsareequivalent to
photoelectrons produced with variable energy photons, whose
energy equals the energy loss of the scattered electron. The
Auger electrons reflect the decay of a selected, well-defined
molecular species.
3. Problems of The Coincidence Technique
The difficult thing for the (e,2e )coincidence
technique is that we need to detect a scattered electron and
an Auger electron arising from same event.Although the
counting rates of electron energy loss and Auger electron
spectra are reasonably high, the coincidence (true) counting
rate is low, especially for some molecules. Although it is
possible to run a coincidence experiment using a single
channel detector, such experiments are time consuming. For
this reason, we have developed a multichannel detector, which25
will practical make many (e, 2e) coincidence experiments that
now are very difficult ( see chapter III ).
Because of above reasons, there have been few papers on
electron-electron coincidence studies involving core electrons
published [18-27].
G. Review of CO, CO2 De-excitation Spectra
1. Spectator and Participator Decay
Ungier and Thomas [24] have reported electron-electron
coincidence spectroscopy for CO, and later, Carroll and Thomas
[27] reported experimental results on CO2, which they compared
with the results of theoretical calculations.They have
pointed out that the autoionization spectra of core-excited
neutral molecules in which either a carbon is electronor
oxygen is electron has been excited to the vacant 27 orbital
can be broken into two parts. The highest kinetic energy part
where the 27 electron participates in the decay (participator
decay)is easily understood, and Auger transitions lead to
well-known one-hole states. The lower kinetic energy part
arises from de-excitation with 27 electron remainingas a
spectator (spectator decay), and the Auger transitions lead to26
two-hole,one particle states.The spectator spectrum is
similar to the "normal" Auger spectrum shifted about 10eV by
the Coulomb interaction with the spectator electron.We will
see the same effect for methyl formate.
2. Effects of Localization of Core Holes & Molecular
Orbitals
As has been noted in section D-3, the localization of the
core hole is reflected in the Auger spectrum. The effect of
this localization is apparent in the CO and CO2 spectra.In
each case, the excited 2r electron is strongly localizedon
the carbon atom. As a result, the overall intensity of the
participator decay is much greater in the carbon spectrum than
in the oxygen spectrum.
H. The Problem At Hand
Carroll and Thomas[26]have reported recently that
surprising similarities exist in the spectator decay ofoxygen
core-excited CO, CO2, and OCS molecules, and conclude that the
reason for thisisthat the antibonding effect of the
spectator electron is large enough to make the core-excited
oxygen weakly bound to the rest of the molecule in both the27
core-excited and final states. As a result, the spectra are
all similar to that of a core-excited oxygen atom.
In order to see if the conclusion is valid for other
compoundscontaining-C=0group,weinvestigatedother
molecules containing the -C=0 group,such as formic acid
(HCOOH), acetone ((CH3) 2C0 ), methyl formate (HCOOCH3), and so
on.First of all,we chose acetone to run,but acetone
attacked the electron gun filament and the electron beam could
not be focused well on the sample. We did not get any results
at all with acetone and decided to run methyl formate. This
time, we succeeded. The results obtained are summarized in
chapter IV, and the general conclusion in Chapter VI.28
II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND METHODS
A. The OSU (e, 2e) Coincidence Spectrometer
TheOregonStateUniversity (e, 2e)coincidence
spectrometer(Figure2.1)consistsprincipallyofthe
following parts:
a.Cylindrical mirror electrostaticanalyzer. -CMA
(Figure 2.2).
b. Electron gun (Figure 2.3).
c. Lens system (Figure 2.4).
d. Hemispherical analyzer - HMA (Figure 2.4).
e. Detection system.
The physical picture of an electron-electron coincidence is
simple (Figure 2.5). A high-energy electron beam coming from
an electron gun is scattered inelastically by target molecules
with the energy loss of the scattered electrons corresponding
to the excitation energy of the molecule. The excited molecule
may be either neutral or an ion, if an ion, then there is also
an ejected electron. For many excited states the molecule29
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deexcites by autoionization or Auger decay, in thiscase,
there is also an Auger electron. These possibilitiesare
illustrated in Figure 2.5. Since all of these electrons arise
from a single primary scattering event, and it is possible to
analysis and detect them in coincidence. Typical experiments
involve coincident detection of 2 of the 3 electrons andare
called (e,2e) coincidence spectroscopy.
In our experiments one of the two coincident electrons is
the Auger electron,and is analyzed and detected in the
cylindrical mirror analyzer (Figure 2.1). The other is the
scatteredelectronandanalyzedanddetectedinthe
hemispherical analyzer (Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.4). These two
analyzers, as well as the other parts of the system,are
described below.
1. Cylindrical Mirror Electrostatic Analyzer
Acrosssectionalviewofthecylindricalmirror
electrostatic analyzer is shown in Figure 2.2. Mainly, it
consistsoftwocoaxialcylinders,aninnerandouter
cylinder, enclosed in a vacuum tank.For our cylindrical
mirror analyzer, an X-ray tube or an electrongun can be used
as the excitation source. Basically, the cylindrical mirror
analyzer operates on the following principle. Thegas sample
is introduced by a sample pipeline into thegas cell located35
just above the X-ray tube or under the electron gun (Figures
2.1 and 2.2). The sample molecules are excited or ionized by
either X-rays or an electron beam. The electrons ejected by
the sample molecules exit though the bottom slit of the inner
cylinder and are deflected by a focusing voltage applied to
the outer cylinder back through the upper slit of the inner
cylinder to an electron detector.Certainly,only those
ejected electrons having a special kinetic energycan be
focused through the upper slit of the inner cylinder and
through the detector aperture and then eventually reach the
detector (a channel multiplier).
For normal Auger or core-electron measurements, only the
ejected electrons need to be analyzed and detected. This type
experiment can use either the X-ray tube or the electrongun
as an excitation source.
For an (e, 2e) coincidence experiment, we need to detect
not only the Auger electron but also the scattered electron;
therefore the electron gun must be chosen as the excitation
source.
2. Electron Gun
The electron gun is mounted inside the inner cylinder
(Figure 2.1) and has a common axis with the cylindrical mirror36
analyzer. The electron gun consists of a Wehnelt cylinder, a
filament, an einzel lens, and two sets of deflector plates
(Figure 2.3). In our experiments, the filament is at negative
high voltage between 3000 to 3600 volts and the Wehnelt
cylinder is at a more negative voltage than the filament (up
to 100 volts more negative).
The first and last lenses are connected together and
grounded through a microammeter, producing a current called an
ultor current.Theelectron beamfocusisachieved by
adjusting the voltages on the middle lens and the Wehnelt
cylinder.
In order to get the best focus of the electron beam at
the gas cell, we use a special instrumentation system (Figure
2.6).A repetitiveramp voltage applied to one setof
deflector plates sweeps the electron beam across a 0.7 mm
aperture just above the gas cell (Figure 2.6). The aperture is
connected to an electrometer, the output of which is connected
to the vertical input of an X-Y oscilloscope. The horizontal
input comes from the ramp voltage generator. The voltage
applied on the deflector plates must be strong enough to force
the electron beam across the hole of the collimator. The two
sets of deflector plates on the electron gun are referred to
as deflector sets 1 and 2. Before a ramp voltage is applied to
deflector set 1, a suitable voltage on deflector set 2 must beElectron gun
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chosen in order to let the electron beam sweep along the
diameter of the collimator. Then by applying theramp voltage
to deflector set 1 and making some adjustments on the electron
gun focusing and Wehnelt cylinder voltages, we can obtain the
desired beam shape of electron currentversus deflection
voltage at the focusing aperture as shown in Figure 2.7.
In Figure 2.7, the deflection voltage needed tomove the
beam across the diameter of the focusing aperture (typically
0.7mm) is referred to as b. and the distancea corresponds to
the voltage needed to sweep the beam-spot acrossone edge of
the aperture, provided that the voltage on deflector plateset
2 is just right. 'min is the minimum currenton the aperture
and the difference between Imm and 'min(Imm -Imin)is the
electron current through the collimator that reaches thegas
cell. For a well tuned electron gun, the beam-spot sizea must
be very small (smaller is better), and the electroncurrent
through the collimator must be big (bigger is better)so that
the ratio R = Inum/Imin is maximized. Therefore,a good electron
beam must reach the following conditions:
I. a/b < 1/4. (corresponds to spot size of less than 200
microns
II. The ratio R = Inm/Imin > 250 (between 250 to 2000)
III. Imn < 10-9 A.41
We have pointed out that the voltage on deflector plate set 2
must be of a special value which optimizes the FWHM of the
beam profile maximum. The curves in Figure 2.8 have been
obtained by changing the voltage on the nonsweep deflector
plate. If the voltage on the nonsweep deflector plate is too
large or too small,the electron beam profile becomes a
straight line. The biggest FWHM of the beam profile represents
the diameter of the aperture, and the voltage on thenonsweep
deflector plate that gives the largest FWHM is the best
choice.
Also we can use the same method to sweep deflector plate
set 2 while keeping the voltage on deflector plate set 1
constant. We can proceed exactly as before and get the best
voltage setting for deflector plate set 1.
For a given aperture of diameter d, the beam-spot size is
easily determined by using the equation:
beam-spot size = a d / b .
Because of the relatively long time constant of the
electrometer,itisnecessarytoscanslowlyandan
oscilloscope is not convenient for observing the beam profile.
Therefore,the output of the electrometer is sent toa
voltage-to-frequency converter which in turn goes to the input42
of a multichannel analyzer operating in a multiscaler mode,
and its memory is swept in synchronization with the sweep of
the voltageondeflector plates.Thereason weusea
multichannel analyzer with memory is that we can choose
several sets of conditions to sweep the electron beam and put
the traces into different channels, so it is easier to make
comparisons (in recent experiment, the multichannel analyzer
has been replaced by a storage oscilloscope).
Once the electron gun has been tuned, it is important not
to change any of the electron gun voltage settings.
3. Lens System
In order to get information on the scattered electrons,
a lens system is required. The purposes of the lens system are
to transport the scattered electrons from the scattering
center to the hemispherical analyzer and to decelerate the
electrons to the pass energy of the analyzer. There are 5
lenses and two sets of deflector plates in our lens system
(Figure 2.4). The lens system includes a primary focusing lens
to transport the scattered electrons away from confined area
of the inner cylinder, and a retarding lens to decelerate the
electrons. An aperture at the focus of the primary focusing
lens helps to reduce the background due to elastically
scattered electrons which are not in focus at this point. The43
lower lens focuses the scattered electrons on the entrance
slit of the hemispherical analyzer.
For a typical operation, the primary electron beam is at
energy E0, and the hemispherical analyzer pass energy is at Ep.
The scattered electrons lose AE energy, and the equation
E0 = AE + eVret + Ep
Vret= retard high voltage
must be satisfied in order for the scattered electrons to pass
through the lens system, be deflected by the fixed voltage on
the hemispherical analyzer, and reach the Johnson detector.
The diameter of the lens tubes is 38.1mm (15 inch) and
object-to-image distance is 445mm (17.5inch).
For a given sample, the energy loss AE is fixed, and the
voltages on the lens system (F1,F2, V", Vret) and deflector
plates are optimized to get a good electron energy loss
spectrum.Agoodenergylossspectrumhasfollowing
characteristics:
IHigh resolution.
IILow background and high ratio of the peak to
background.
IIIHigh counting rate on peaks.44
Obtaining a good energy loss spectrum isone of the most
importantandmostdifficultstepsinacoincidence
experiment. The procedures are discussed ina later section.
4. Hemispherical Analyzer (HMA)
The relationship
el./12 = Ep(R2/R1 - R1 /R2 )
plays an important role in a hemispherical analyzer system.
HereV12theisvoltagebetweentheinnerandouter
hemispheres, R1 and R2 are the diameters of inner andouter
hemispheres respectively, and Eis passing energy. R1 andR2
are 46.3 mm and 74.9 mm respectively. The voltage across the
hemispheres is provided by a floatingpower supply which can
be set to 10, 25, 50, 80, 100, or 200 volts to establishthe
pass energy of the analyzer. OnceV12has been chosen, the
passing energy Ep is fixed.
5. Detection System
At least two electron detectors are required for running
an electron coincidence experiment. One of the detectors is
used to detect the Auger electrons and anotherone is for the
scattered electrons.45
During a coincidence experiment, the detectoron the
hemispherical analyzer must be able to handle continuous high
counting ratesforalong period oftime.Under these
circumstances we choose a Johnson (made by Becton Dickinson
Diagnostic Instruments)discrete dynode detector which is
better able to withstand the high counting rate andcan be
reactivated many times.
Since the cylindrical mirror analyzer has a relatively
low counting rate, we use a conventional channel multiplier to
collect the ejected electrons.
B. Tune Up and Set Up for a Coincidence Experiment
Electron-electron coincidence spectroscopy is much more
difficult and complex than the single-electron normalAuger or
core electron ionization spectroscopy. The reason for this is
that it is necessary to obtain information on two electrons
from same event. Two electrons from a molecule must reach two
detectors simultaneously and the chance of this isvery small.
Therefore, the true coincidence counting rate isvery low, and
it dependson how welltheinstruments aretuned.The
following normal procedures have been used to tune and setup
a coincidence experiment.46
1. Warm-Up and Tune-Up for an Electron Gun
The electron-gun focusing procedure has been described in
a previous section in detail. A commercial electron gun (Apex
CE5U-W obtained from Apex electronics Inc.) designed for use
in cathode-ray tubes is suitable. A typical procedure for
warming up the filament is listed table 2.1. The cathode is a
directly heated thoriated tungsten hairpin filament.The
filament emitter is activated by raising the temperature of
the filament to 2800K (the filament current is
Filament Current Time Requires
(ampere) (hour)
0.0 0
0.2 0.5
0.4 0.5
0.6 0.5
0.8 0.5
1.0 1.0
1.2 1.0
1.4 2.0
1.6 4.0
1.8 6.0
1.9 6.0
2.0 6.0
2.2 8.047
Filament Current
(ampere)
2.3
2.4
Time requires
(hour)
10.0
15.0
2.5 30 minutes
2.6 2 min
2.7 2 min
2.8 2 min
2.9 2 min
3.0 2 min
3.2 1 min
3.4 1 min
3.6 1 min
3.8 30 seconds
2.5 30 min
2.0 ready to use
(In order to reduce filament current from 3.8 to 2.0A, it
must be slowly and smoothly to change variac setting to
prevent filament broken.)
Table 2.1 A typical procedure to warm up filament48
about 3.8 amperes) for 10 to 30 seconds (see table 2.1), some
of the thoria is reduced to thorium, which diffuses toward the
surface and evaporates. Then, the temperature is reduced to
2200K (filament current is about 2.5 amperes) and maintained
at that temperature for 10 to 30 minutes as required. The
temperature now is too low to provide much new thorium or
cause appreciable evaporation, but the thorium that was formed
during the previous process will continue to diffuse to the
surface. Finally, the filament temperature is reduced to the
normal operating temperature of 1900K (filament current is
between 2.0 to 2.8 amperes) and the emission is determined by
applying a plate voltage. When the emission isno longer
increases, it can be assumed that the new surface has formed
entirely.
After an electron gun has warmed up, we can start to tune
it for use.
2. Normal Auger Electron Spectra
The first spectrum to run is an argon Auger spectrum
(Figure 2.9) after electron gun is tuned and has stabilized.
A good electron gun should produce a spectrum with well
separated peaks, and a high ratio of the peak to background.Ar
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The second sample to look at is the nitrogen Auger
spectrum; The high energy portion of this spectrum is show in
Figure 2.10. The resolution of the peak should be about 0.7eV
and the ratio of the peak to background should be better than
3.0.
3. Elastic Scattering Peak
To get a good-electron-energy loss spectra, we start by
finding the elastic scattering peak,which is much more
intense and easier to obtain.The electron acceleration
voltage Ve, retard voltage Vret,and the voltage across the
hemisphere V12 must satisfy following equation.
Ve = Vret + V12.
The experiment set up is shown in Figure 2.11. There are two
Faradaycupstoreceiveelectrons.Oneisunderthe
hemispherical analyzer and is collinear with the axis of the
lens system; and the other is the front plate of the Johnson
detector,just above the exit slit of the hemispherical
analyzer.
For this step, no sample molecules are required. The
followingproceduresareusedforgettinganelastic
scattering peak.52
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I. The two sets of deflector plates are initially put to
zero volts with no sample molecules, the background is of no
concern, and therefore, deflector plates are not required for
the elastic scattering experiment.
II. Put zero volts across the hemispheres, that is V12 =0.
We want to collect electrons at the Faradaycup under the
hemispherical analyzer, and no electrons shouldpass through
the hemispherical analyzer.
III.Tune thefirstfocusing lens and middle lens
voltages to focus the electrons on the collimator ofthe
middle lens.
IV. Adjust the second focusing lens and the retarding
lens.Let the hemispherical analyzer entrance slit bean
aperture at the focus of the retarding lens. That is,the
current If on the Faraday cup must be maximum
Normally we need to do steps III and IV simultaneouslyto
keep the If as large as possible. Ifan If maximum is found,
we are very close to the elastic scattering peak conditions.
VTurn on the power supply for the hemispherical
analyzer, and setV12at the required value to see if we have
the current Id on the front plate of the Johnsondetector (Id56
should be same order with If). If not, fine tuning of F1,F2,
and VRet are necessary. Finally, an Id maximum must be found.
If we scan the retarding voltage at a suitable range and use
an electronic design like Figure 2.12, an elastic scattering
peak can be obtained (Figure 2.13). This is an initial set up
without any sample molecules, therefore, it can be thought of
as a simulation.It provides the focusing and deflection
voltages that are approximately correct for the energy-loss
spectrum.
4. Electron-Energy-Loss Spectra (EEL)
Tuningan electron-energy-lossspectraisthe most
difficult and important step in a coincidence experiment. A
good electron energy loss spectra should have good resolution,
high counting rate, and a high ratio of peak to background.
The counting rate of a coincidence spectrum highly dependson
thequalityoftheelectron-energy-lossspectrum.The
following steps are be done in order to havean electron-
energy-loss spectrum.
I. Increase the electron gun acceleration voltage another
AE volts,where AEisthe electron energy loss during
scattering. In this way, the electrons in the energy-loss
spectrum will have the same energy as those for which focusing
conditions were found in the previous experiment.57
II. Let sample molecules into the gas cell.
III. Hook up the Johnson detector as normal (front plate
grounded) and put high voltage on it.
IV. Do not make any adjustment on the retard voltage
power supply.
V. Fine tune F1 and F2 to get maximum counting rate on the
Johnson detector.
VI. Scan the retard voltage just as was done with the
elastic scattering peak (Figure 2.14). If no peak or only a
small peak is found, we need to change the deflector plate
voltagesV1andV2.Foreach(V1,V2)corresponding to
optimized lens focus voltages (FI,F2), the counting rate on
the electron energy loss peak and the ratio of peak to
background change. So it is necessary to go through all the
possible combinations of (V1, V2, Fl, F2) and then make a best
choice. This is usually time consuming. The basic functions of
the deflector plates are to reduce the background and increase
the ratio of peak to background, but the cost is to reduce the
counting rate of the peak. Therefore optimum conditions need
to be chosen to run a coincidence experiment.D.C.
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The first focus lens voltage F1 is very sensitive, and
the second focus lens voltage F2 is less sensitive. The main
reason is that the aperture on the middle lens is smaller than
the entrance slit of hemispherical analyzer.
Before tuning theapparatustoanewsample,the
spectrometer is tuned to the well-known and relatively easy
nitrogen /42. The following conditions are usually used.
An electron primary beam of 3400eV is used. The pass
energy of the hemispherical analyzer is set at 100eV.
It is well known that N2 has a large electron energy loss
peak at 401 eV, which results from excitation of nitrogen is
electron to the vacant lr
gorbital. For tuning the elastic
scattering peak, we need to change electron gun acceleration
voltage from 3400eV to
3400eV - 401eV = 2999eV.
Once the elastic peak is found, then we can continue to tune
the electron energy loss peak. A typical nitrogen energy loss
spectra is shown in Fig 2.15.N2
Pass Energy: 100eV
370 390 410
Energy Loss (eV)
Fig. 2.15 Energy-Loss Spectrum of Nitrogen
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5. Quality (Q) Test
The quality test isa standard way to test if the
coincidence system settings are correct.The Q value is
defined as the ratio of the single rate to the coincidence
rate. For a new sample, we do not know the Q value or how good
the system settings are, therefore a standard method is used
for our experiments,that is,the Q-test for a nitrogen
sample. We always run well known nitrogen Auger electrons
coincident with 401eV energy loss.
For a coincidence experiment, there are three spectra,
I. TAC-Time to Amplitude Converter Spectrum.
II. Auger Spectrum.
III. Coincidence Spectrum.
A coincidence spectrum is the spectrum of times between
the arrival of an electron in the Auger channel (START) andan
electronintheenergy-losschannel(STOP).Thepeak
correspondstotruecoincidenceandthebackgroundto
accidental coincidence.
A typical N2 time to amplitude converter spectra is shown
Figure 2.16. The full width at half-maximum is about15 ns.
This tell us that if the Auger electron and the scattered5000
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Fig. 2.16 Time-to-amplitude Converter Spectrum for N2 Auger
Electron Coincidence With Scattered Electron With
401eV Energy Loss63
electron reach two detectors within 15 ns, we assume these two
electrons come from the same event. The TAC spectrum provides
simultaneously the true and chance rates. It is necessary to
make corrections to the coincidence spectrum because of the
backgroundofchanceevents.Thecountingratesfor
coincidence spectra strongly depend on the electron energy
loss spectrum and Auger spectrum.
The best Q value we have obtained for N2 coincidence with
401 eV energy loss, an electron pass energy 100eV, and an
Auger electron kinetic energy from 380 to 386 eV is 20. The
typical Auger and coincidence spectra for N2 are shown in
Figures 2.17 and 2.18 respectively. These differ littleone
another in shape, because this portion of the Auger spectrum
arises primarily from autoionization of the state at 401 eV.
However, the normal Auger spectrum shows a high background
that hasbeen completely eliminatedinthecoincidence
spectrum. Obviously, coincidence spectrum counting rate is
muchslowerthantheAugerspectrumcountingrate.
Furthermore,the Q value for other molecules like methyl
formate or acetone is much worse than for nitrogen molecule.
Therefore, if we want to get very good coincidence spectra for
some molecules,it takes long time to run, maybe several
months or a whole year. So for some molecules, it is not
possible to run it in coincidence mode using a single channel
detector. For this reason, we have developed a 16-channel36000
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electron detector for our electron coincidence spectrometer
which will be discussed later.
C. Calibrations
In order to calibrate unknown sample peaks, we run the
sample in a mixture with well known atoms. For example, we
have following options for different excitation sources:
a. For electron impact, we choose Argon LMM and Neon KLL
Auger peaks for calibration.
b. For Al or Mg x-ray excitation, we choose Ne is and 2s
photoionization peaks for calibration.
c. For Ag x-ray excitation, we choose Neon is and KLL
peaks for calibration.
We have developed a program to handle these calibrations.
Once the sample peak positions are known, the kinetic energy
or ionization energy for that peak is easily obtained.67
III. MULTICHANNEL DETECTOR FOR THE CYLINDRICAL MIRROR ANAlYZER
Forhighresolutionelectronspectroscopy,most
instruments measure the intensity at one energy ata time
(single-channel detector). In our usual configuration, the
cylindrical-mirror analyzer has only one channel-multiplier
detector,located on the axis of the spectrometer. Asa
consequence a long time may be required to take a spectrum.
This is especially true for an electron coincidence experiment
in which counting rates are low. There have been onlya few
papers published on electron coincidence spectroscopy because
of the very low counting rates.
Lowcountingratesareintrinsictocoincidence
spectroscopy. For (e, 2e) coincidence measurements, the major
problem is the rate of accidental coincidences. These increase
with the square of the intensity of the exciting radiation
whereas the rate of true coincidences increases only linearly;
therefore, the intensity has to be kept low in order to have
a good ratio of the chance-to-true rates. This limits our
ability to handle some samples for coincidence experiments.
Therefore, it is desirable to have a spectrometer withas high
a detection efficiency as possible. Although our cylindrical68
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Fig. 3.1 Focal Cone of Cylindrical MirrorAnalyzer69
mirror analyzer has a good transmission of 1% and provides
good counting rates for XPS or Auger spectra, the counting
rates for coincidence measurement are too low. The solution
for the low-counting rate problem is a multichannel electron
detector.
Before going into detail, it is necessary to point out,
that the cylindrical mirror analyzer is quite different from
thehemisphericalanalyzer.Itiswellknownthat
hemispherical analyzer has a focal plane and with such an
instrument, a multichannel detector can be made by focusing
differentenergiesondifferentpositionsofaplanar
detector. On the other hand, the cylindrical mirror analyzer
has a focal cone (Fig. 3.1 ), and it is impossible to focus
electrons of different energies on a planar microchannel
plate.In spite of this problem,we have found that an
acceptable multichannel detector can be built with a planar
microchannel plate.
A. Design
Our multichannel detector (Fig.3.2 )consists of
several parts. The main parts are70
Fig. 3.2 Picture of Multichannel Detector71
1. circular anodes( Fig. 3.3 ),
2. microchannel plates (Fig. 3.4 ),
3. Mask (Fig. 3.5 ),
4. electronic circuit( Fig. 3.6 ).
A pair of planar channel plates, 40 mm in diameter, is
placed perpendicular to the axis of the spectrometer. These
are located so that electrons striking the first plate at a
distance of 10 mm from the axis are in focus. Thereason for
this choice is that cylindrical mirror analyzer hasa focal
cone rather than a focal plane, as has been noted. Therefore,
those close to or farther from the axis are slightly out of
focus,but notso muchsoastoseriously affect the
performanceaccordingtocalculations [T.D.Thomas,
unpublished). Behind the channel plates is an anode consisting
of 16 concentric rings, with a common center on the axis of
the spectrometer, but each with a different radius.( Fig. 3.3
). Behind the anodes is the electronic circuit shown in Figure
3.6, which provides for applying high-voltage to the channel
plates, and bringing the signals from the anodes to the
preamplifier.74
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Eachringiscoupledtoitsownpreamplifierand
discriminator.Theoutputsofthe discriminatorsgoto
counters and, in the coincidence experiments, to a multi-input
time-to-digital converter. The counters and converters are
controlled byaCAMACsystem interfaced toanIBM386
computer.
Each channel (ring) corresponds to a different electron
energy and it is, therefore, possible to measure 16 electron
energies simultaneously. Thus, the net counting efficiency of
the spectrometer increases in proportion to the number of
rings. However, electrons striking the off-axis ringsmay be
either low-energy electrons that have crossed the spectrometer
axis rings or high-energy electrons whose trajectories have
yet to cross the axis (Fig. 3.7). Therefore, it isnecessary
to use a mask (Fig 3.5) to prevent the electrons from crossing
the axis of the spectrometer(Fig. 3.8 ). Taking this into
account, the 16-channel detector is about factor of 10 faster
than single channel detector.In addition,resolution is
slightly better, since the width of the rings is slightly less
than the diameter of the aperture that is typically used in
single-channel mode.1
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B. Testing and Results
After the detector had been built, we made tests of the
performance of the detector and have searched for a suitable
multi-channel,fast, high-gain preamplifier. The following
work has been done.
1. Signal From Detector
The typical fast negative pulse from detector ring #14 is
shown in Figure 3.9. The full width at half maximum is about
2.5ns. The resistor-capacitor network shown in Fig. 3.6 has
been chosen by experiment to give the minimum second and third
pulses when the signal is terminated into son. Because of the
high-frequency componentsofthesignal,thereissome
capacitive coupling of signals from one ring to another. This
problem is discussed in more detail below. In addition, these
very short pulses have made it difficult for us to find a
suitable multichannel preamplifier discriminator combination.
2. Resolution versus Ring Numbers
Only one ring is at a true focus for the cylindrical
mirror analyzer; however, the calculations[T.D.Thomas,
unpublished) show that a practical device can be built inizt
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which there is an acceptable focus on all 16 rings. Tests of
the resolution at each of the 16 rings were made to verify
these calculations.
Measurements of resolution were made using the neon KLL
Auger spectrum. At the beginning, this was run without mask,
giving the spectrum shown in figure 3.10a.Without the mask,
each peak becomes double because the electrons cross the
spectrometer axis (Fig. 3.7). When we did the same experiment
with the mask (Fig. 3.8), we obtained the neon KLL spectrum
shown in figure 3.10b. The extra peaks have disappeared and
resolution and counting rate are very good.
Neon KLL spectra were run for each ring. The results are
listed in table 3.1. Figure 3.11 shows the measured resolution
as a function of ring position. The upper curve, representing
data taken without the mask, shows the effect of electrons
crossing the axis. For rings near the axis, the electrons that
cross the axis have energies that differ only slightly from
the energies of those that do not. The two combine to givea
broad peak.For rings far from the axis,the cross-over
electrons are mostly eliminated by aslitin the inner
cylinder. If a mask is included to eliminate electrons that
cross the axis of the spectrometer (lower data in Fig. 3.11),
then the resolution is independent of the ring position. From
table 3.1, we can see the counting rates for all ringsare82
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very good. Comparing these counting rates with these obtained
with single detector, we estimate that the effective counting
rate with the 16-channel detector is about 10 times that with
a single detector.
3.Resolution As a Function of Discriminator Setting
(Cross Talk)
One of problems in the multichannel detector is cross-
talk between rings (anodes) because of capacitive coupling.
Figure 3.12 shows a cross-talk effect. Small signals
appear in rings n+1 and essentially no signal in ring n+2 when
an electron is detected at position n. Since these spurious
signals are small, it is possible to discriminate against them
to give better resolution but at a loss in overall intensity.
An experiment has been done to show this point; running neon
KLL spectra at different discriminator setting, we have table
3.2 and Figure 3.13. It is apparent that it is possible to
eliminate cross-talk withahigh enough setting ofthe
discriminator.Thisisdone,however,at the expense of
counting rate. This problem remains unsolved for the moment,
but we are considering a logic device to deal with the cross-
talk problem.When an Electron is Detected at Ring #8,
Small Signal Appears In Ring #7, No Signals
Appear In Ring #6, and 5.
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Ring #Peak Position
(channel #)
F. Width
(ev)
Counting Rate
(counts/sec)
1 71.445 7.796 153.
(6.780)
2 70.611 11.152 275.
(7.777)
3 69.441 12.673 115.
4 67.849 12.184 194.
(7.445)
5 64.551 11.074 133.
(7.212)
6 62.424 9.001 137.
7 60.673 8.943 140.
(7.412)
8 58.946 9.620 136.
9 56.921 9.993 150.
10 55.047 9.860 153.
11 53.144 9.279 144.
12 51.503 9.339 128.
(7.444)
13 49.568 8.895 135.
14 47.832 8.165 165.
15 45.986 8.113 166.
16 44.024 8.204 164.
The Numbers In Parentheses With the Mask,
and Other Numbers Without Mask.
Table 3.1Ne KLL Data For Multichannel Detector Check88
Discri. setting
(volt)
Full Width
(ev)
Counting rate
(counts/sec)
0.10 9.026 225.
0.50 8.526 154.
(7.412)
1.50 8.002 88.
3.00 7.760 30.
(6.608)
5.00 6.793 16.
The Numbers In Parentheses With the Mask,
and Other Numbers Without Mask.
Table 3.2Resolution As a Function of Discriminator Setting
(cross-talk) (Data From Ne KLL Auger Spectra)89
C. Remaining Problems - Amplifier Discriminator Testing
We have a 32-channel amplifier discriminator, and testing
is going on now.
D. Conclusion
From data discussed above, the multichannel detector has
been shown to perform satisfactorily as far as resolution and
intensity are concerned. This is a first time to build a
multichannel detector for the cylindrical mirror analyzer in
the world, and it make a brand-new "photoelectron & Auger
electron" coincidence experiment possible.
After this detector system becomes successful, it will
allow us to run the coincidence measurements at high counting
rate (factor 10 faster), so that it becomes possible
a. to study weak features of the de-excitation process
(low counting rate).
Furthermore,the successful development of this 16-90
channeldetectorsystemhasbenefitsnotonlyonthe
coincidence experiment, but also provides an enhancement in
our sensitivity for standard x-ray photoelectron and Auger
spectroscopy. Therefore, the new detector system can make the
following measurements possiblethatarecurrently very
difficult.
b. to study species available only in small quantity.
c. to study the sample with low volatility.
Finally, with further modifications to the cylindrical
mirror analyzer and the ring-shaped multichannel detector, the
following experiment will become possible
d. Auger-photoelectron - coincidence measurement (APECS).
The modifications for this new coincidence experiment
have two steps:
1)Dividing the cylindrical mirror analyzer into two
parts (Fig. 3.14), the angles can be chosen, e.g., 270 degree
for Auger electron and90 degreefor the photoelectron
measurement.With different voltages applied to the two
sectors, it is possible to focus electrons of two different
energies at the same time.91
2) Dividing the multichannel detector into two fan-shaped
parts,withtheseparationanglethesameasforthe
cylindrical mirror analyzer, e.g., 270 degree and 90 degree
(Fig 3.15). During a coincidence experiment, the focus voltage
for the photoelectron is fixed, and only one channel needed;
the focus voltage for Auger electrons is scanned, and 16-
channel is used.
Thisbrandnewmeasurement-Auger-photoelectron
coincidencespectroscopy-willtellusalotof new
information about molecules which can not get from an (e, 2e)
coincidence measurement.
E. Future Work
The work that needs to be done in the future, which is
the focus of future research, is testing the preamplifier-
discriminatorwhichwillprovidegoodtimingforthe
coincidence experiments on 16 channels, eliminating cross-talk
between adjacent channels, and making some modification to
software.92
Fig. 3.14 Diagram For Dividing CMAInto Two Parts
(For APECS Experiment)93
Fig. 3.15 Dividing Ring-shape Anodes Into Two Parts,
270 Degree and 90 degree94
IV.EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS
Thedetailsoftheelectron-electroncoincidence
technique and equipment are described in previous sections. In
these experiments excitation and ionization are achieved by
electronimpact.For thestudiesof Auger electronsin
coincidence withinelasticcally scattered electrons,the
initial electron beam energy is set to 3300-3600 eV.The
energy loss spectra at about 3000eV come from the resonances
for excitation of is electrons to the lowest-lying unoccupied
molecular orbitals.
In our research area, we are interested primarily in two
kinds of deexcitation spectra.
1.Deexcitation of neutral, core-excited molecules by
means of electron emission, i.e., autoionization or resonant
Auger decay. This results in final states of +1 ions. For
theseexcitedmolecules,therearetwotypesofthe
deexcitation. Autoionization is a two-electron process. One
electron fills the core hole and one is ejected. If one of
these electrons is the one that was initially excited, we
refer to the process as"participator" decay,since the95
excited electron participates in the de-excitation process.
This leads to well-known one-hole states. On the other hand,
the excited electron may remain as a spectator, while the
other valence electrons undergo Auger decay; this process is
called spectator decay and leads to two-hole, one-particle
states.
2. Deexcitation of an ion by normal Auger decay, which
results in final states of + 2 ions.
A. Carbon In Methyl Formate
1. Electron-Energy-Loss Spectra
The instrument used to obtain electron energy loss
spectrum is described in detail in a previous section and
elsewhere [17]. It is well known that the resolution of a
hemispherical electron energy analyzer is a function of the
pass energy. In order to see this effect, we have run electron
energy loss spectra on carbon with pass energies of 200, 100,
80, 50, 25eV respectively. The spectra are shown in Fig. 4.1.
From these spectra, we see, as expected that the resolution
becomes worse with increasing pass energy, but at same time,
the counting rates increase. The spectrum with 25eV pass275 285 295 305 315
ENERGY LOSS (eV)
Fig. 4.1 Energy-loss Spectra (with Different Pass Energies) of
Methyl Formate In the Region of Carbon is Excitation97
energy looks very good both on resolution and ratio of peak to
background, but because the counting rate is too low, it is
impossible to run a coincidence measurement at this pass
energy. At the other extreme, the spectrum with 200eV pass
energy looks very bad not only in resolution but also in the
ratio of peak to background. Although the counting rate is
very high,the resolution is too bad for a satisfactory
coincidence experiment. There is, thus, a trade off between
good resolution and high counting rate. Therefore,it is
necessary to choosea compromise pass energy that gives
reasonable spectra at a reasonable counting rate.
For the carbon coincidence run, we chose an electron pass
energy of 100eV and the incident electron beam energy to be
3290 eV. The large peak in the spectrum at an energy loss of
288.3 eV has been assigned by Ishii and Hitchcock to the
transition of a carbon is electron on the carbonyl carbon to
the vacant r orbital on the carbonyl group [29]. If we measure
Auger or autoionizing electrons in coincidence with electrons
of this energy, then we are observing the electrons that de-
excite this selectively excited state.
The deexcitation spectra without and with the coincidence
requirement are shown in Figure 4.2, plotted on an electron
kinetic energy scale. The spectrum without the coincidence
requirement, Figure 4.2a, arises predominantly from decay ofHCOOCH3
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a core-ionized molecule and represents normal Auger decay. The
spectrum with thecoincidencerequirement,Figure4.2b,
represents the decay of the selectively excited neutral
molecule.
2. Normal Carbon Auger Spectra
The electron-impact-induced carbon Auger spectra in Fig.
4.2a has a broad peak around an electron kinetic energy 252
eV, and a very small peak at 273.9 eV. We label the broad peak
B. The small peak lines up with the most prominent feature of
the coincidence spectrum,which we have labeled A2.The
spectrum without a coincidence requirement records all Auger
electrons with kinetic energies within a specified range
including autoionizing electrons, so it is very complicated to
analyze. However, most Auger electrons come from the normal
Auger process, and correspond to doubly charged final states
and,therefore,thisspectrumrepresentstoagood
approximation what we might call a "normal" Auger spectrum.
3. Carbon Coincidence Spectra
The de-excitation spectrum in coincidence with an energy
loss of 288.3eV is shown in Fig. 4.2b. There are 4 fairly
sharp peaks (labeled Al-A4), and 3 rather broad peaks (labeled
A7, A9, and A10). Peaks A5 and A6 appear only in the oxygen100
coincidence spectrum(Figure 4.5)and not in the carbon
coincidence spectra because the Auger decay for these peaks
(A5, and A6) involve a carbonyl-oxygen core-hole. The peaks
Al-A10 can be separated into two groups, one arising from
transitions to 1-hole states (participator decay), and the
other from transitions to 2-hole 1-particle states (spectator
decay). Tentatively we assign the higher-energy peaks (A1-A4)
totransitionsinwhichtheexcitedrelectronisa
participant in the Auger process; the final states are simple
one-hole states in the singly charged ions. These states can
also be reached using photoelectron ionization. The lower
energy peaks (A7-A10) result from transitions in which the r
electron is a spectator; the transitions are approximately
those of the normal Auger process, shifted to higher energy by
the presence of the extra r electron (Moddeman) by about 10eV
in small molecule (Carroll & Thomas). However, for a different
molecule, the shift energy may be more or less and is likely
to be less for larger molecules, where the r electron is more
delocalized. The resulting spectator spectrum is similar to
the shifted normal Auger spectrum. This effect can be easily
seen by shifting the normal carbon Auger spectra 7.4eV to the
higher energy side. This has been done in Fig. 4.2, where we
can see that the peaks A7-A10 correspond approximately to the
shifted Auger spectrum. The peaks A1-A4 (268eV-280eV) do not
have counterparts in the shifted Auger spectrum and therefore
correspond to single-hole ion states. Peaks A7, A8, A9, and101
A10 (230eV-268eV) match the peak B in Auger spectra, which
arises from two-hole final states.
In order to see the details of peaks Al-A4, we have done
a least-squares fit to them, and the results are shown in Fig.
4.3. The corresponding energies of the one-hole states in
methyl formate ion are 11.87, 14.37, 16.48, and 19.04 eV.
B. Oxygen in Methyl Formate
1. Electron-Energy-Loss Spectra
The initial incident electron beam energy is 3530eV for
the oxygen coincidence run. The electron energy loss spectra
on oxygen in methyl formate are shown in figure 4.4 with 50
and 100eV pass energies. Considering resolution and the ratio
of peak to background, in this case we chose an electron pass
energy of 50eV rather than 100eV. At this energy the peak at
532.1 eV is well separated from the rest of the energy-loss
spectrum. This peak has been assigned by Ishii and Hitchcock
to excitation of a is electron from the carbonyl oxygen to the
lowest vacant r orbital [29].Methyl Formate Peak KE IP
Al 276.575 11.725
A2 273.932 14.368
A3 271.812 16.488
A4 269.260 19.040
266 268 270 272 274 276
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Fig. 4.3 Least-Squares Fit For Peaks Al, A2, A3,
and A4 In Carbon Coincidence Spectrum
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Wehavemeasuredoxygende-excitationspectrain
coincidence with an electron energy-loss 532.1 eV. These are
shown in Fig.4.5b.The Auger spectrum taken without a
coincidence requirement (normal Auger Spectra) is shown in
Fig. 4.5a.
2. Normal Oxygen Auger Spectra
The normal Auger spectrum from 462eV to 525eV shows a
number of peaks, which we label B1 -B6. As pointed out earlier,
these peaks lead to states of the doubly charged ion final
states.
3. Oxygen Coincidence Spectra
The peaks in the oxygen coincidence spectra are labeled
Al-Allin Figure 4.5b.The energies of these peaks are
approximately the same as the energies of the corresponding
peaks in the carbon spectrum. However, the oxygen spectrum
contains additional peaks A5 and A6 that do not havea
counterpartin thecarbon spectrum.In principle,this
spectrum includes transitions to both one-hole and two-hole
one particle states. However, if we shift the normal Auger
spectra by 7.2 eV and compare it with the coincidence spectrum
(Fig. 4.5), we can see that almost all peaks except Al in the
oxygen coincidence spectrum correspond to peaks in the shifted106
Auger spectrum and therefore result from spectator decay
leading to 2-hole 1-particle final states.
C. Final States From Oxygen and Carbon Measurements
The spectra discussed above have been presented in terms
kinetic energies, which are quite different for the two core
holes. The transitions are in either case to the same set of
final states in methyl formate ion. They can, therefore, be
put on a common scale by plotting them versus the final-state
energy.
Figure4.6showscarbon(bottom)andoxygen(top)
coincidence spectra plotted on a final-state energy scale.
These energies are obtained by subtracting kinetic energies
from core-excitation energies, 288.3 eV [29] for carbon, 532.1
eV[29]for oxygen.The transitionsatlow final-state
energies (10-20 eV) correspond to participator decay, in which
the core-excited electron takes part in the de-excitation. In
each coincidence spectrum the participator peaks contain
little intensity compared to that at higher final-state
energies,whichareduetospectatordecay.Noticeable
participator peaks appear in the 10-20 eV range for carbon. On
the basis of comparison with the normal oxygen Auger spectrum>-
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Fig. 4.6(a) Oxygen Coincidence Spectrum(b) Carbon Coincidence Spectrum108
we believe that the peak A5 at about 19eV in the oxygen
coincidence spectrumisaspectator peak rather thana
participator peak. The oxygen coincidence spectrum shows only
very weak intensity in the 10-15 eV range, with a small peak
at 11.87 eV, which corresponds to peak Al of the carbon
spectrum.
Other higher energy peaks come from spectator decay;
these peaks correspond to two-hole/one-particle states.
Figure 4.7 shows carbon (top) and oxygen (bottom) Auger
spectra plotted on a final-state energy scale. Final state
energies are obtained by subtracting electron kinetic energy
from core-ionization energies,538.45eV [30]for carbonyl
oxygen, and 295.14eV [30] for carbonyl carbon in HCOOCH3. The
mostintense peaksinthesespectra arisefrom double
ionization rather than single ionization. As can seen, the two
spectraarequitedifferent,reflectingthedifferent
localization properties of the molecular orbitals. For the
carbon, most transitions are between 35 and 50eV (final state
energy, i.e., double ionization energy), and only a very broad
peak is observed. In the oxygen spectrum, there are more large
peaks between 30 - 50 eV (final state energy). The major peak
shifts about 5eV between carbon and oxygen spectra. Thismeans
that outermost molecular orbitals are centered on the oxygen
atoms rather than on carbon. We will see that this is the case109
in the discussion of the theoretical results, see Figure 6.6.
The orbitals that are predominantly on oxygen are 13A', 3A",
and 12A', which are the three outermost orbitals.80 60 40 20
FINAL STATE ENERGY (eV)
Fig. 4.7 (a) Carbon Auger Spectrum (b) Oxygen AugerSpectrum113.
V.THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS
A. What Is a Molecular Orbital Calculation ?
A simple and useful method of describing the electronic
structures of molecules starts with wave functions thatare
localized on individual atoms in the molecule,and then
proceedstocombinethesefunctionsinvarioustrial
combinations. The combinations are called molecular orbitals
and are used asapproximate solutionsto the molecular
Schrodinger equations. From these wave functions, observable
quantities can be calculated.
We have to realize that such a description ofa molecule
involves drastic approximations, so only approximate numerical
results can be obtained.
In order to compare experimental and theoretical results,
we have done some calculations using the equivalentcore
model. The results of these theoretical calculation will help
data analysis.112
B. Gaussian 86 Program
The theoretical calculations for this thesis were done by
Gaussian 86 program on the Oregon State University IBM 4381,
FPT/164, and Chemistry Department VAX/vms computer.
The capabilities of the Gaussian 86 system are summarized
intheGaussian86user'sguide[30-33],andfurther
explanations are in Siggel Ph.D. thesis [34].
C. Results
1. Molecular Geometry Optimization
The molecular geometry (Figure 5.1) was optimized at the
3-21G level and the results are shown in table 5.1.
2. Orbital Energies
First of all, we have run the neutral ground state of
methyl formate using the 3-21G and 6-31G* basis set [31-33] in
each case using the geometry described above.There are
several sorts of information we need: electron orbitalH
Fig. 5.1 Methyl Formate Diagram114
Distances (Angstrom)
C=0 1.2002
C-0 (carbonyl) 1.3428
C-H (carbonyl) 1.0758
C-0 (methyl) 1.4560
C-H (methyl) 1.0781
Angles (degree)
H-C=0 125.5034
0-C=0 124.6450
C-O-C 117.7895
H -C -O 108.6597
Table 5.1The Structure of Methyl Formate115
MO e1(eV) R-(eV) Ii(eV)Ii(eV)Ii(eV)
3-21G6-31G*4-31GMP2/6-31G* (e,2e)Ref 35
13A'12.2412.4812.621.4910.99 10.99
3A" 12.2712.5712.680.60 11.97 11.7311.53
12A'14.0414.4214.39(1.49)12.93 12.57
2A" 15.15.15.1115.32(0.60)14.51 14.3714.1
11A'16.3216.3716.40(1.49)14.88 15.0
1A" 18.2318.2018.66(0.60)17.60 17.5
10A'17.9818.3018.44(1.49)16.81 16.4916.5
9A' 19.8719.9320.27(1.49)18.44 19.0418.6
8A' 22.2822.39 (1.49)20.90
7A' 26.9126.94 (1.49)25.45
6A' 37.2737.06 (1.49)35.57
5A' 39.9639.61
4A' 305.6307.27
3A' 308.2308.99
2A' 556.4559.53
1A' 557.7560.93
Where the numbers in parenthes are assumed values
(see following discussions).
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energies, c, and total energies, ionization energies, I, and
localization of the electrons. Calculated values of some of
these quantities and experimental values of the ionization
energies are listed in Table 5.2.
The negative of the orbital energy, -ce, is approximately
equal to the ionization energy for the ith orbital. It differs
from this because of relaxation of the other electrons when
electroniisremovedandbecauseofdifferencesin
correlation energy between the neutral molecule and the ion.
This difference is generally referred to as the relaxation
energy.
The ci in table 5.2 is the energy of molecular orbital i,
the first column are molecular orbitals, second and third
columns give molecular orbital energies calculated by 3-21G
and 6-31G* basis set respectively. The fifth column gives
electron relaxation energy R.. This has been calculated only
for the two outermost molecular orbitals, i.e. 13A' and 3A",
attheMP2/6-31G*level.Firstofall,wecalculated
ionization energy for molecular orbital 13A' using following
equation:
I(13A') = E(HCOOCH3+) -E(HCOOCHO .
Here E(HCOOCH3+)is the total energy of ion with a missing117
electron on molecular orbital 13A',and E(HCOOCH3)is the
total energy of neutral molecule. Similarly, the ionization
energy for molecular orbital 3A" is obtained using
I(3A") = El(HCOOCH3+ with a hole on orbital 3A")
-E(HCOOCH3) .
Here E'(HCOOCH3+)is the total energy of ion with a missing
electron on molecular orbital 3A", and E(HCOOCH3) is the total
energy of neutral molecule.The ionization energies for
molecularorbitals13A'and3A"are10.99and11.97eV
respectively. The relaxation energies for these two orbitals
are easily obtain by using equation:
R1=
In order to make a comparison, we did calculations for
relaxation and ionization energies using different basis sets,
HF/6-31G* and MP2/6-31G* on molecular orbitals 13A' and 3A".
The results using HF/6-31G* basis set include the effects of
relaxation, but not correlation. The results using MP2/6-31G*
basissetincludetheeffectsofbothrelaxationand
correlation, see table 5.3.118
Basis Set Orbital 3A" Orbital 13A'
R(eV) I(eV) R(eV) I(eV)
HF/6-31G* 2.45 10.12 2.94 9.54
MP2/6-31G* 0.60 11.97 1.49 10.99
Table 5.3 Relaxation and Ionization Energies for
Molecular Orbitals 13A' and 3A" at Different Basis Sets.
The relaxation energies 1.49eV and 0.60eV for molecular
orbitals 13A' and 3A" are more accurate because of high basis
set. We have assumed that the relaxation energies for all
valence orbitals are 1.49eV for A' and 0.6eV for A". Then the
ionization energy Ii for molecular orbital i can be easily
obtained using a simple formulation
Ii = -ei - Ri .
This procedure gives us an approximate correction to the
orbital energies. The theoretical results are listed on the
sixth column in table 5.2. Our experimental energies from the
carbon spectrum have been placed in this table to give the
best correspondence between experiment and theory. We will see
inthediscussionsectionthattheseassignmentsare
consistent with the observed intensities and the molecular
orbital charge densities.119
Kimura et al. [35] have done theoretical calculation for
molecular orbitals at 4-31G level and the results are listed
in the fourth column of the table 5.2. The calculated orbital
energies at 3-21G, 6-31G* and 4-31G level agree with each
other. Also listed are their experimental values for the
ionization energies, using their assignments.
D. Equivalent-core Calculations
To provide theoretical information on the electronic
structure of the core-excited and core-ionized states, we have
used the equivalent-core model. In this model, an atom with a
core hole is replaced with an atom of the next higher atomic
number. These calculations were also done at the 3-21G level
using the Gaussian 86 program. Results of these calculations
are presented in section VI.120
VI. DISCUSSION
A. Comparison With CO, CO2, and OCS
CarrollandThomas[26]havereported"surprising
similarities in the spectator decay of oxygen core-excited CO,
CO2 and OCS". In that paper, de-excitation electron spectra of
oxygen core-excited and core-ionized CO,CO2 and OCS are
compared. The spectra for de-excitation of the core-ionized
species are quite different and show only broad similarities.
But thosefor de-excitation of the neutral core-excited
species to two-hole, one-particle states (spectator decay) are
strikingly similar to each other both in peak shapes and
positions. They pointed out that differences that are apparent
in the normal Auger spectra largely disappear when an extra
electron is added to the lowest unoccupied(antibonding)
molecular orbital, and they concluded that the antibonding
effect of the spectator electron is large enough to make the
oxygen weakly bound to the rest of the molecule in both the
core-excited and final states. Therefore, the oxygen spectator
spectra are all similar.4
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Fig. 6.1 Oxygen Auger Spectra of CO, COv OCS, and HCOOCH3
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In order to see if the same effects appear in the methyl
formate, CO, CO2, and OCS, we have put all normal Auger (Fig.
6.1) and coincidence (Fig. 6.2) spectra in the same figures
respectively.Figure6.1showsnormal Auger spectraof
HCOOCH3, CO, CO2, and OCS. The spectra are plotted on a final
state energy scale.Final state energies are obtained by
subtracting theelectron kineticenergyfrom thecore-
ionization energies, 538.45eV [30] for HCOOCH3, 540.3eV [36]
for OCS, 541.3eV [37] for CO2, and 542.6eV [38] for CO. As
noted by Carroll and Thomas, the Auger spectra for CO, CO2,
and OCS are quite different from each other. We see also that
the spectrum for methyl formate does not resemble any of the
other spectra. A similar comparison for the spectra taken in
coincidence with excitation of a core electron to the lowest
lying unoccupied r orbital is shown in Fig 6.2. The spectra
are also plotted on a final-state energy scale, with the
final-state energies being obtained by subtracting kinetic
energies from core-excitation energies,532.1eV[29]for
HCOOCH3,533.7eV[39]for OCS,535.4eV[40]for CO2,and
534.1eV [41] for CO. The strong resemblance between 20 and 40
eV of the spectra for CO,CO2,and OCS is apparent. The
spectrum for methyl formate, however, has a different shape
and does not line up in energy with the other three spectra.
Carroll and Thomas[26]noted that the similarities
between the autoionizing spectra for CO, CO2, and OCS were460 480 500
KINETIC ENERGY (eV)
520
Fig. 6.3 Oxygen Coincidence Spectra In CO, CO 2,OCS, and
HCOOCH3 vs Electron Kinetic Energy125
even more apparent if they were plotted on a kinetic energy
scale,rather than on a final-state-energy scale. Such a
comparison is made in Fig 6.3. From this figure, we can see
that the spectra of CO, CO2, and OCS are similar to each other
both in peak shapes and positions. The explanations of these
similarities have been pointed out in detail by Carroll and
Thomas [26]. The spectrum of HCOOCH3, however,has shape and
position that is different from that of the other three
spectra.
Therefore, the behavior reported by Carroll and Thomas
for CO,CO2,and OCS is not apparent in methyl formate.
Presumably the antibonding effectis not enough to make
carbonyl oxygen as weakly bound in methyl formate as in CO,
CO2, and OCS.
B. Comparison With Theory and Other Experimental Work
1. Equivalent Core Calculations of Excited States
Experimental information on the core-excited and core-
ionized state of methyl formate is known from the energy-loss
measurements of Ishii and Hitchcock [27] and core-ionization
measurements of Jolly [42]. These are summarized in FigureAll Energies in Fig. 6.4(a) in eV.
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6.4a. Looking first at the data for core-ionization, we note
that the ionization energy for the methyl carbon (attached to
a single oxygen) is lower than that for the carbonyl carbon
(attached to two oxygens). We note, however, that, according
to the assignments of Ishii and Hitchcock, these energies are
reversed for core excitation. Excitation of a is electron on
the carbonyl carbon to the r orbital requires less energy than
a similar excitation on the methyl carbon. No such reversal
occurs for the oxygen excitation and ionizations.
We can put these observations in a different form and ask
what is the energy needed to remove the r electron when the
core hole is at different sites? These energies are 6.85eV
(carbonyl carbon), 6.35eV (carbonyl oxygen), 4.78eV (methyl
oxygen), and 2.78eV (methyl carbon).
Inordertoobtain theoreticalinsightintothese
results, we have done equivalent core calculations for the
core-excitedandcore-ionizedmolecule.Thecalculated
energies for these are shown in Figure 6.4b. We see first that
the theoretical results support the assignments made by Ishii
and Hitchcock. The energy levels for core-excited carbonare
reversed from those for core-ionized carbon in the theoretical
results,justasthey arein the experimentalresults.
Moreover, there is reasonably good quantitative agreement
between experiment and theory. The theoretical results also128
provide us with an explanation of this reversal. These show
that the exciteditelectron is primarily localized on the
carbonyl carbon regardless of where the core hole is. To a
lesser degree it is on the carbonyl oxygen, but scarcely at
all on the methyl oxygen or methyl carbon. Thus removal of the
itelectron tofrom thecoreionized speciesisnearly
equivalent to removal of an electron from the carbonyl carbon.
Thus process requires the most energy when the core hole
(positive charge) is at the carbonyl carbon and the least when
it is on the methyl carbon. The two oxygens fall between these
two extremes. The energies mentioned are consistent with this
picture.
In particular, we see that the lowest core-excited states
are for excitation of the carbonyl carbon and carbonyl oxygen
and it is very clear that the major peak in the electron
energy loss spectra Figures 4.1 and 4.4 come from carbonyl
carbon and oxygen.
2. Assignment of Transitions
We have pointedout that thefinalstates can be
specified by spectator decay and participator decay, and that
the states reach by participator decay can also be reached by
photoionization.Kimuraetal.[35]havemeasuredthe
photoionization spectrum for methyl formate using the HeI8 10 12 14 16 18
Ionization Energy (eV)
Fig. 6.5 (a) Carbonyl Carbon Participator Spectra in Methyl Form ate
(b) Photoelectron Spectra of Methyl Formate By Kimura
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(21.22eV) resonance line (see Figure 6.5b). In their spectrum
there are eight peaks(labeled 1-8)between ionization
energies 10 to 20eV. They correspond to ionization energies
10.99,11.53,12.57,14.1,15.0,16.5,17.5,and 18.6eV
respectively, These are listed in the last column in table 5.2
(The first of these,10.99,is for the first member of a
vibrational progression, whereas the others are averages over
an unresolved vibrational band).
In order to make a comparison between our spectra and
Kimura's data, we have combined our participator spectrum and
Kimura's spectra together into the same Figure (Figure 6.5).
From theoretical calculations, the approximate electron
distribution for 8 outer occupied molecular orbitals and the
first unoccupied molecular orbital are shown in Figure 6.6
[33].Thesepictures showapproximatelytheelectron
populations of the molecular orbitals on each of the atoms,
and correspond to peaks 1(13A') to 8(9A') in Figure 6.5b
respectively. According to the one-center model of Auger
decay,weexpectpopulationofonlythosestates with
significant density on the carbonyl carbon when the core hole
is on the carbonyl carbon.
From Figure 6.6, we can see there is essentially no
electron density on the carbonyl carbon for molecular orbitals131
3a"
2a"
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13A',3A", and 12A' corresponding to peaks 1,2, and 3 in
Figure 6.5. As a result the Auger decays to these states are
very weak when the core hole is on the carbonyl carbon atom.
Only a very broad and small peak between 10 to 13eV is
observed on our carbon participator spectra (Figure 6.5a).
From the least-squares fit, this peak position is at 11.73eV.
So the peak Al arises from three molecular orbitals, it does
not line up any one of them.
Figure 6.6 shows that there is significant electron
density on the carbonyl carbon for the 2A" orbital. The strong
peak A2(14.37eV)in the carbon participator spectra is
assigned to this molecular orbital 2A" (Fig. 6.6). It agrees
well with the position of peak 4(14.1eV) in Figure 6.5b and
this assignment agrees with the assignment made by kimura et
al.
Peak 5 in the photoelectron spectrum has been assigned by
Kimura et al. to the 11A' state. We see from Figure 6.6 that
this state has low density on the carbonyl carbon. In Figure
6.5a we see an indication of a shoulder, A2', which we have
assigned to that transition.
The peak A3 (16.49eV) is assigned to molecular orbital
10A', and it lines up with peak 6 (16.5eV) in Figure 6.5b.133
From Figure 6.6, we can see that there is no electron
density (actually very little) for molecular orbital 1A" on
the carbonylcarbon,sono peak appearsin the carbon
participator spectra, but we do see a peak 7 in photoelectron
spectra (Figure 6.5b), corresponding to photoemission to this
state.
Finally, the peak A4 (19.04eV) corresponds to molecular
orbital9A',and corresponds to peak8(18.6eV)in the
photoelectron spectra, the difference between our data and
Kimura's data is 0.43eV, we think that the reason for this is
the peak 8 on Kimura's spectra too small to calibrate (see
Fig. 6.5b). Therefore, we think our data for this particular
peak is more reliable than Kimura's.
Asdescribedearlier,wehavedonetheoretical
calculations for ionization energies at MP2/6-31G* level, and
the ionization energies of 8-most outer molecular orbitals are
10.99,11.97,12.93,14.51,14.88,16.81,17.70,18.44eV.
These are listed in column 6 of table 5.2. We see that they
are in reasonable agreement with experimental values.
For the spectator decay, it is very difficult to make any
assignments to particular energy levels (molecular orbitals)
becauseofthecomplicatedfinalstates.However,our
comparison between the participator decay and photoelectron134
spectra, shows that can be used together to give confidence to
the assignments that have been made.
C. Spectator and Participator Decay in Methyl Formate
The detail of the spectator and participator decay have
been discussed in earlier papers [22,25]. However, it is
necessary to note that although the carbonyl carbon spectrum
contains a significant amount of participator decay,the
oxygen spectrum contains almost exclusively spectator decay.
The reason for this is the localization of r electron on the
carbonyl carbon rather than oxygen, and similar phenomenon
happened to CO, and CO2, and discussed by Ungier and Thomas,
and Carroll and Thomas respectively [22, 25].135
VII. OTHER MEASUREMENTS AND THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS
A. Inner-shell Ionization
1. Core-ionization Energy Measurements
We have done a lot of measurements for many samples on
inner-shellionizationusingX-rayexcitation.These
experiments are much easier than coincidence experiments, and
only the cylindrical mirror electron analyzer is used. There
are several X-rays we can choose, copper, aluminum, silver,
and magnesium. Suppose that X-ray energy is Ex, and ionization
energy is I, and ejected electron kinetic energy(Ee)is
Ee = Ex - I.
The spectrum of kinetic energies, and hence, the ionization
energy is easily measured in the CMA.
2. The Papers Published
1)RelativisticCorrectionsToReportedSulfuris136
Ionization Energies, T. X. Carroll, De Ji, D. C. Maclaren, and
T. D. Thomas, J. Electron Spectrosc. Relat. Phenom., 42, 281
(1987)
2) Carbon and Oxygen KLL and Sulfur LMM Auger Spectra of
OCS,T.X.Carroll, De Ji, and T.D.Thomas, J. Electron
Spectrosc. Relat. Phenom., 51, 471 (1990)
3) Determination of Nis and 01s Core Energies in Planar
and Distorted Lactams and Amides:Relationships With the
Concept of Resonance,A.Greenberg,T.D.Thomas,C.R.
Bevilacqua, Mary Coville, De Ji, Jung-Chou Tsai, and Guanli
Wu, Submitted (1992)
B. Theoretical Calculations
1. Calculations By Gaussian 82 and 86 Programs
We have done some calculations using Gaussian program [31-33],
especially on acidity, equivalent core calculations. Please
see following papers about these calculations.137
2. The Papers Published
1) Accurate Calculation of Bronsted Acidities Using Low-
Level AB Initio Methods, M. R. F. Siggle, De Ji, T. D. Thomas,
and L. J. Saethre, J. of Molecular Structure (theochem), 181,
305 (1988)
2) Empirical and ab Initio Estimates of the Stabilities
of Fluorine-Containing Cations, D. A. Stains, T. D. Thomas, D.
C. Maclaren, De Ji, and T. H. Morton, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 112,
1427 (1990)
3) Acidities of Alcohols and Carboxylic Acids: Effect of
Electron Correlation, De Ji and T. D. Thomas (in preparation)138
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